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Orlando Magic see a bit of themselves in rising Atlanta Hawks

Atlanta chasing Orlando as team makes similar rise in NBA

By Brian Schmitz, ORLANDO SENTINEL

7:20 PM EDT, March 23, 2010

ATLANTA — Anthony Johnson plays for the Orlando Magic,

but he can't help but be a fan of his hometown team — the

Atlanta Hawks.

"One thing about me living here [in the offseason] … it's great

that the fans have a basketball team that they can support

now," Johnson said. "The fans don't have to come and watch

the other teams now. They can watch a very good Hawks

team. …

"They're coming to see the Hawks."

The Hawks aren't only closely pursuing the Magic in the

Eastern Conference playoff race. The team that the Magic see in their rearview mirror looks a little like a

reflection of themselves.

The Hawks (45-25) are where the Magic (50-21) were a few seasons ago.

They've been building a foundation, rising through the ranks and now learning the hard lessons of life in the

playoffs.

"They've been on that rise. The thing with them is they've been very patient. They've built with the same guys,"

said Magic coach Stan Van Gundy, whose club faces the Hawks tonight at Philips Arena.

Orlando's record the last five years: 36-46, 36-46, 40-42, 52-30 and 59-23.

Atlanta's record: 13-69, 26-56, 30-52, 37-45 and 47-35.

The Magic have gone from being swept in the first round of the playoffs by the Detroit Pistons in 2007 to

reaching the NBA Finals last season.

The Hawks have gone from not making the playoffs for nine consecutive years to qualifying in 2007-08 and
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taking the eventual champion Boston Celtics to seven games … to advancing to the second round last season.

Last season Atlanta ousted the Miami Heat in the first round before being swept by the Cleveland Cavs, who fell

to the Magic in the Eastern Conference Finals.

"I think we're right now a little more established [than the Hawks] because we went to the Finals," Magic

shooting guard J.J. Redick said. "In terms of talent, they're right up there."

The difference? The Magic have Dwight Howard — landing him following a league-worst 21-61 season in

2003-04 — and the Hawks do not.

The Hawks have been smart and patient — not always their trait. They stuck with a core built around Josh Smith

and Marvin Williams (first-round draft picks) and acquired Joe Johnson and Mike Bibby. They added former

Gator Al Horford (first-round pick) and brought in Jamal Crawford.

"They went a long time where you could question the direction they had as a team," Van Gundy said. "They really

weren't building toward anything. They resisted the chance to make wholesale changes and just tweaked it.

"They've added to their core rather than changing it. It's not an easy thing to do when going through lean years.

You get a lot of pressure from media and fans to make changes."

Unless catastrophe strikes, the Hawks will win 50 games this season for the first time since 1997-98.

The next step in their development is beating teams like the Magic. They may well face them in a second-round

match. The Magic's nemesis on the way up was the Detroit Pistons, who beat them up in the regular season and

the playoffs in Howard's formative years.

That's usually the way it works in the NBA. You have to get your heart broken a few times first.

The Magic have won the last six meetings against the Hawks, including all three games this season. And the

games haven't been close.

Even though the Hawks are one of the league's most athletic teams, the Magic have the advantages in

experience, defensive matchups and, of course, the power of Howard.

With a win tonight, the Magic can all but eliminate the Hawks as competition for the No. 2 seed.

"I don't know if you can knock it out, but obviously, if you can go 5 up in the loss column instead of 3, there's a

big difference in that," Van Gundy said.

Johnson not only lives in Atlanta, but he has had three NBA tours of duty with the Hawks. "I've seen the good,

bad and ugly," he laughs.

He works out with some of the Hawks in the offseason, and he's seen them grow. "They've climbed the ladder,"

he said. "They started from square one, basically. I work out with these guys in the summer and have watched

them mature.
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"It's good to see the home team have some success … just as long as it isn't against the Magic."

Read Brian Schmitz' blog at OrlandoSentinel.com/Magic blog and e-mail him at bschmitz@orlandosentinel.com.

Subscribe to our Magic e-mail newsletter at orlandosentinel.com/newsletters.
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